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ABSTRACT
Microfluidic droplet generation is popular in lab-on-a-chip based biochemical analysis because it
can provide precise and high throughput fluids in the form of small droplets. This thesis presents
a T-junction microdroplet generator with pneumatic actuation for regulating droplet size and a
capacitance-based sensor with real-time sensing capability for characterizing droplet composition
and size. The multi-layer device developed in this thesis is compatible with rapid manufacturing
using a desktop-based laser cutter to fabricate the fluidic and pneumatic layers. A finite element
based numerical model was developed to predict the best operating and geometric parameters for
droplet generation. It was revealed that the model could generate monodisperse droplets with a
capillary number of 0.0007 for an aspect ratio of 1.11:1 and that the electrode width to droplet size
ratio of 1:0.95 was the best size for sensing droplet movement. The results with pneumatic control
showed working pneumatic pressure of up to 0.4 MPa is achievable, resulting in a 38% reduction
in droplet size compared to a reference droplet. The continuous fluid used in the model was 0.1
ml/min, whereas the conventional method was 0.19 ml/min, resulting in a 38 percent reduction in
droplet size. The droplet size decreased by 9.7 percent as the pressure inside the pneumatic
chamber is increased by 0.1 MPa. As a result of this reduction, the capacitance value sensed
decreases by 4.7 percent when a droplet (dispersed material) is fully positioned between electrodes,
whereas it increases by 2.0 percent when only continuous fluid is present. Similarly, in material
characterization, when the dispersed material was changed, the variation in capacitance for a
droplet movement was observed to change. The multi-layer droplet generation, with simple and
simultaneous sensing as well as regulation capability presented in this thesis, can be useful for the
development of precision droplet generators with closed-loop control.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The field of microfluidics deals with micro-scale flows and it began to develop 40 years ago with
the introduction of microfluidics-based nozzles for ink jet printers for generating small-scale
droplets using silicon as the substrate material [1]. Following that, numerous developments were
made in microfluidics including a focus to interface different physics into a small chip, for
example, fluid-structure interaction for droplet actuation or electrodes for droplet sensing. Fluidstructure interaction is especially important to achieve actuation or fluid displacement, for
example, to create a micro pumping or microdroplet dispenser. Apart from fluid displacing, around
1990, the first integrated microfluidic structure for chemical analysis was designed [2]. Along with
actuation and sensing, it motivated the development of various application-oriented
demonstrations including achieving on-chip biochemical analysis termed as ‘lab-on-a-chip’.
Around that time, microfluidics, also known as lab-on-a-chip or micro total analysis (µTAS),
became well-known [3]. Microfluidic systems became popular in biochemical analysis because of
their ability to operate and manipulate fluids at the micro-scale, which contributed to the model's
low cost, low manufacturing material usage, short analysis time, and low reagent use. One of the
most fundamental functions of microfluidic systems is the generation of emulsions using
microfluidic devices designed to supply customized emulsions in material synthesis, which has
given rise to some of its applications. Which is widely termed a microfluidic droplet generator
where it uses immiscible liquids in microfluidic channel networks to create uniform-sized liquidliquid droplets. The ability of the droplet generator to reproduce a precise number of droplets,
control the size of the droplets generated, and generate droplets in a short amount of time made it
1

a desirable system. These generated droplets have been used to create reagents for chemical
reactions and other applications that involve a precise number of repeated volumes of reagents.
Microfluidic droplet generator systems are capable of controlling and regulating fluids in the range
of microlitre to picolitre, and the scale of these systems is often within the range of few
micrometers to a nanometer. Micro droplet generators are used in many biochemical applications,
including drug delivery [4], [5], DNA structure analysis [6], biomolecule synthesis [7],
microreactors [8], and diagnostics [9]. Protein crystallization is an example of a similar application
in which proteins are crystallized not only to understand structural details but also to help
understand the functions and mechanisms involved in a variety of physiological processes. Protein
crystallization occurs when the soluble protein concentration in a mixture exceeds the precipitant
concentration, resulting in high-quality protein crystals. This process is affected by temperature,
pH, additives, and other factors. As a result, many trials must be carried out to determine the best
parameter values for protein crystallization [10]. The microfluidic droplet generator is used in
protein crystallization because of its high throughput generation and low reagent consumption.
Where the protein crystallization is achieved using monodisperse droplets comprising a proteinprecipitant fluid mixture. The four types of protein crystallization methods available are vapor
diffusion, microbatch, microdialysis, and free-interface diffusion and among these the first two
types are considered in microfluidic droplet generation [11].
In the microbatch process, a T-junction design is used, in which a dispersed fluid has three inlets
containing the protein, precipitant, and buffer solutions. Which are mixed at the T-junction
interface, and droplets are generated using the mixed solution. Since the aim is to find the best
parameter values for protein crystallization, many trial droplets are generated by varying the
soluble concentration, making each droplet unique. This is done by varying the fluid flow speeds,
2

which changes the concentration of these liquids in the formed droplets. The droplets are then
moved to a capillary channel for incubation, where the protein's crystallization is analysed using
X-ray diffraction to determine the best parameter value to consider for crystallization. In the vapor
diffusion process, two separate dispersed fluids are used to generate alternate droplets in the micro
channel. One of the alternative droplets contained a protein and precipitant mixture, while the
other involved a high concentration of NaCl solution. The water in the generated proteinprecipitant droplet begins to diffuse into the NaCl droplets, increasing the crystallization process
by increasing the protein concentration. This diffusion continues until the osmotic pressure balance
between the two droplets is achieved. Like earlier the crystallized protein is analysed to understand
the optimum value. In both approaches, the flow rate is changed to generate different droplet
concentrations that are then analysed to find the best parameter values.
Similarly, in the analysis of drug dose-response, a differential flow rate is used to produce various
concentrations of drugs in droplets. The biological effects generated by a chemical compound of
a drug are closely related to its concentration. As a result, various concentrations of drug droplets
are generated and analysed for their effects, and they are varied based on differential flow rate or
Taylor-Aris

dispersion

phenomenon

[12].

In

these

applications,

droplet

generation

combined with fluid regulation, detection, and characterization is sought after. Droplets are
generated and controlled by a variety of microfluidic devices, so designs that can generate a precise
and controllable number of droplets are in high demand.
Generally, droplet generators that offer precise control over droplet size are developed using
semiconductor-based fabrication involving photolithography, dry/wet chemical etch, and bonding,
which requires specialized microfabrication equipment and techniques [13]–[16]. These
fabrication processes are favored, as they ensure a high degree of feature accuracy, allowing highly
3

precise and repeatable droplet generation. It is often expensive, however, and it has a long
development time from design to device realization. To reduce fabrication cost and production
time, there are various simple and cost-effective alternative fabrication methods, such as 3D
printing [17], liquid molding [18], rapid manufacturing [19]–[21], and laser cutters/engravers.
These have great success in terms of both reducing cost and manufacturing small micro/nanoscale
features. 3D-printed and rapid manufacturable microfluidic droplet generators have received a lot
of attention in recent demonstrations of their precision over droplet size, quick production time,
low-cost manufacturing, and control of droplet volume [22], [23]. They have propelled the
development of many different types of droplet generator designs that are compatible with both
semiconductor-based fabrication and rapid manufacturing.
Among different droplet generator designs, T-junction [24]–[28], flow-focusing [29]–[34], and coflow [35]–[38] are the three most common. The T-junction design has been widely used due to its
simplicity.

Figure 1-1: Schematic illustration of a classical T-junction droplet generator.

4

In a classical T-junction design, the droplet generators use oil and an immiscible aqueous fluid, so
that they do not mix downstream. The oil droplet can be created in aqueous fluid or aqueous
droplets in the oil fluid [39]. The fluid used to make droplets is generally referred to as dispersed
fluid and the one that splits the fluid flow to produce droplets is a continuous fluid as shown in
Figure 1-1. The dispersed fluid flows and changes direction at the interface in a T-junction design.
Necking occurs because of interfacial tension and differential pressure, and the droplets gradually
separate from their parent fluid and flow with the continuous fluid.

LITERATURE REVIEW
To study and understand the design, controls, and sensing aspects of T-junction-based droplet
generation in microfluidics, the available literature on manufacturing processes, droplet
regulation, and droplet quantification and characterization are considered. As a result, some of the
research papers on these factors focused on microdroplet generators to see how they function are
looked at.
Photolithography is the most common manufacturing process in micro/nano electromechanical
systems (MEMS/NEMS), and it is also used to develop models in microfluidics. Shen et al [40]
used a microfluidic droplet generator with a T-junction configuration to produce a precise number
of droplets with an integrated optical sensor to distinguish and quantify the generated droplets at
the output. The model was developed using the soft lithography process, which involves two steps:
first, forming a mold using photolithography, and then pouring a soft polymer called
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) into the mold to create a fluidic layer, where the pattern formed in
the mold is transferred to the PDMS fluidic layer. So, in detail the first step is to make the mold,
which involves spin-coating a 128 µm thick layer of negative photoresist on top of a 3-inch silicon
5

wafer. The required pattern is then designed using any CAD (computer-aided design) tool and
transferred to a transparent photomask, which will be later used to transfer the pattern onto the
photoresist using photolithography process using UV light. After UV exposure, the photoresist
becomes insoluble after being exposed to UV light; the soluble photoresist is removed, and the
insoluble is retained as a pattern guide on the wafer. The wafer is then developed for 10 minutes
before being rinsed with IPA (Isopropyl Alcohol). Finally, a mold is created and a nanoscale
coating of chromium copper is sputtered on it to enable the easy removal of the PDMS layer. So,
a 4 mm layer of PDMS is poured on top of the mold to transfer the pattern from the mold to the
PDMS layer. To remove all the bubbles, this PDMS layer with mold was kept in a vacuum for 45
minutes. After that, it was kept in the oven for 2 hours at 60 ºC to have it set before being peeled
off. The peeled-off layer is then bonded to a flat PDMS layer using oxygen plasma treatment to
seal off the fluidic layer. The model is then kept in an oven for 2 h at 80 ºC to ensure the bonding
effect. The surface properties of PDMS change from hydrophobic to hydrophilic because of this
treatment, resulting in an unstable droplet generation. To prevent this, the model is left overnight
to restore the hydrophobic properties of the surface. After the manufacturing process, the
developed model is attached to inlets and outlets. Yang et al [41] used a flow-focusing design
integrated with a series of T-junction designs to generate sub-femtolitre droplets as seen in Figure
1-2 .They used soft lithography with PDMS (soft polymer) as their fluidic layer and
photolithography as their manufacturing method for mold manufacturing, like previous paper. A
30 µm thick photoresist is used to transfer the pattern onto a silicon wafer. So, the created mold is
used where a 5 mm thick PDMS layer is poured onto it and waited till all the bubbles disappeared.
Once it did the layer is cured in an oven at 70 ºC for 3 h. The layer is then peeled away from the
mold, and the inlets and outlets are drilled out with a metal pipe. The fluidic layer is then bonded
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to a glass slide after 1 minute of exposure to oxygen plasma. The model is then kept at 120 ºC
overnight to restore its hydrophobicity.

Figure 1-2: Schematic of a previous experimental microfluidic chip where they used flowfocusing and T-junction to create sub-femtolitre droplets [41].
The differential flow rate between the continuous and dispersed fluids is the most generally used
as a droplet regulation method in T-junction-based generators. In this control method, the flow rate
of the dispersed fluid is kept constant while the flow rate of the continuous fluid is varied, or both
fluid flow rates are varied simultaneously to generate droplets of various sizes. For their model,
Donvito et al [19] used a T-junction design, which was developed using a 3D printing technique.
They wanted to see if there was a correlation between the length of a droplet and the ratio of
continuous to dispersed fluid flow rates. So, they varied the flow rate of dispersed fluid from 1-35
µl/min and continuous fluid from 8-45 µl/min for a series of 6000 samples and discovered L / wc
= 1 + αQd / Qc. Where L is the droplet length, wc is the width of continuous fluid, Qd is the flow
rate of dispersed, α is the constant which depends on the T-junction geometry, and Qc is the flow
rate of a fluid. Figure 1-3 depicts the relationship between droplet length and flow rate ratio. They
7

were able to regulate the droplet length between 155 to 52 µm using this differential flow rate.
Yeh et al [42] created a series of four flow-focusing designs which were connected to four
individual dispersed fluid inlets. These dispersed fluids being created using three micro mixers
with two inlets, one with a 70% concentration of trypan blue solution and the other with only
deionized water (0% concentration trypan blue solution). The micromixer was used to make four
separate concentrations of trypan blue solution: 70, 43, 21, and 0% for dispersed fluid. Then, for
four flow-focusing designs, these four solutions were used as dispersed fluids and sunflower seed
oil as continuous fluids. So, the flow-focusing design was able to generate four different
concentration droplets simultaneously. The droplets were then regulated in three trials using
differential flow rate, where they kept dispersed fluid flow rate constant at 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 µl/min
while increasing the continuous flow rate from 4 to 12 µl/min, as shown in Figure 1-4. They were
able to regulate the droplet size between 60 and 105 µm because of this.

Figure 1-3: An analysis showing the comparison droplet length between flow rate ratio with α =
1 [19].
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Figure 1-4: The relationship between generated droplet size with different continuous fluid flow
rates [42].
The quantification of generated droplets is essential after droplet generation. So, by detecting, this
thesis will be able to quantify the droplet's various important parameters including composition,
speed, and size distribution. The most widely used droplet quantification approach is the optical
method, which employs a light sensor to distinguish between dispersed and continuous fluids
based on their refractive index. Shivhare et al [43] have developed an optofluidic system for insitu measurement of droplet quantification and droplet mean size. They used a flow-focusing
design with two groves etched near the output channel, one for an optical fiber to produce a
focused illumination beam and the other for a photodiode, with both grooves filled with indexmatching liquid to minimize reflection losses, as shown in Figure 1-5. They used a non-hazardous
laser source in the range of 1550 nm in this experiment. The optical detection system is made up
of two parts: illumination and data collection. For illumination, a voltage regulator is used to obtain
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a regulated voltage of ± 5V, which is then connected to a single-mode fiber-coupled to a laser
diode for illumination. Multimode fiber coupled InGaAs photodiode was used to collect the
scattered signal from the illuminator. This signal is amplified with a trans-impedance amplifier
before being converted to digital by a microcontroller. The data is then analysed on a computer
using Python code. When a droplet moves between the detection region and the laser beam, it
obstructs the beam's passage, causing a pulse to be generated in the detected signal. They were
able to detect and measure the mean droplet size using this principle. Gu et al [44] have used a
flow-focusing design to generate the droplets with different concentrations. The detection of
droplets is based on the idea that when a droplet reacts with a micro electrode inserted into a
microfluidic channel, a chemical reaction occurs, resulting in a generation of charge which
gets picked up by the electrodes. Here the microelectrode used is an Ag/AgCl microelectrode and
Platinum black (Pt-black) microelectrode. Electrodepositing platinum nanoparticles on a bare
platinum microelectrode produces the Pt-black microelectrode. This results in a flower-like
microstructure, which increases the electrocatalytic behavior of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
oxidation. As shown in Figure 1-6, two microelectrodes are inserted at the fluidic line's output to
sense the droplets. As a droplet encounters these two microelectrodes, two reactions occur one
where β-D-glucose reacts with oxygen to form D-gluconic acid and Hydrogen peroxide, and the
other where the generated Hydrogen peroxide reacts with Ag/Agcl microelectrode to form oxygen
and hydrogen by releasing two electrons. So, due to the chemical reaction, an electric charge is
generated when a droplet encounters two electrodes. Using this they were able to detect the number
of droplets generated and even the concentration of D-gluconic acid in the generated droplet with
the amplitude of the generated current.
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Figure 1-5: The droplet generator with an optofluidic system for an in-situ measurement,(a)
schematic design of the device, and (b) The fabricated and assembled model [43].

Figure 1-6: An electrochemical sensor is used for detection of droplets, (a) schematic of
microfluidic droplet generator, and (b) electrochemical reaction during the detection of glucose
in a droplet [44].
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The following studies have been carried out from previous research:
1. The traditional approach for regulating droplets is to create a differential flow rate, in which
the dispersed fluid flow rate is kept constant while the continuous fluid flow rate is
increased to reduce droplet size.
2. The optical method is widely used for quantification and characterization, where the
differential refractive index is used to differentiate the fluids so that the generated droplets
can be quantified. In electrochemistry, the chemical reaction at the electrode surface as it
encounters droplets generates an electrical charge, which is then used to quantify the
droplets.
3. For manufacturing the droplet generator mostly various soft lithography-based methods
are used involving replica molding. The master for replica mold is created using
photolithography, and the pattern from the mold is then transferred to the soft polymer
material to develop the model.

This study aims to develop a different approach to controlling droplet size that focuses on
regulating droplets without increasing continuous fluid consumption while minimizing droplet
size. The traditional approach, which uses a differential flow-based control system, is not fast and
requires multiple pumping and complexity in controlling the pumps. The focus is to develop a
simpler but accurate droplet sensing based on the electrical method. The conventional optical
method requires an external camera or complicated optical sensors. The use of additional
equipment and the integration of sensors in the quantification and characterization of droplets is a
bit complicated during the manufacturing process, so a simpler sensor is needed.
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In two-phase flow, inertia, viscous shear, interfacial tension, and buoyancy are the most significant
forces to consider. The Reynolds number, which is the ratio of inertia to viscosity, the capillary
number, which is the ratio of viscous to interfacial, the Grashof number, which is the ratio of
buoyancy to viscous, the Bond number, which is the ratio of gravitational to interfacial, and the
Weber number, which is the ratio of inertia to interfacial, are all used to describe these forces, as
shown in Table 1 [45]–[47]. Since the models in microfluidics are in micro-scale, the flow rates
are low, and the high surface-to-volume ratio makes inertia and gravity negligible in comparison
to viscous and interfacial forces because of that the Grashof, Bond, and Weber are not considered.
In the droplet generator, the capillary number plays a significant role in deciding the size of the
generated droplet size.
Table 1: The dimensionless number that is considered during two-phase flow.
Dimensionless number

Equation

Definition

Reynolds number

𝜌𝑢𝐿
𝜇

Inertia/viscous

Capillary number

𝜇𝑢
𝛾

Viscous/interfacial

Grashof number

𝐿3 𝜌2 𝛽𝛥𝑇
𝜇2

Buoyancy/viscous

Bond number

𝛥𝜌𝑔𝐿2
𝛾

Gravitational/interfacial

Weber number

𝜌𝑢2 𝐿
𝛾

Inertia/interfacial
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OBJECTIVES
Our objective is to focus on and improve the control mechanism and sense of the droplet generator.
The first objective is to develop a new control mechanism that will improve droplet regulation. A
differential flow rate is developed in a conventional droplet regulation method to reduce droplet
size by increasing the continuous fluid flow rate, but this increases fluid consumption. So, this
thesis try to regulate droplet size by implementing a pneumatic chamber on top of the T-junction
where both fluid flow rates are kept constant. This chamber employs a flexible membrane, which
decreases the size of the droplets at the junction without the use of additional continuous fluid.
The second objective is developing an electrical sensing mechanism that can be interfaced with
the droplet generator. The integration of electrochemical-based electrodes or optical fibres in the
quantification of droplets is complex during manufacturing, so to avoid this, this thesis is
implementing a simple capacitive-based sensor for quantification and characterization of
generated droplets. This thesis proposes integrating a copper foil as a capacitance electrode for the
sensor during the assembly process at the fluidic line.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A MICRODROPLET
GENERATOR WITH PNEUMATIC CONTROL
A versatile microfluidic droplet generator can generate monodisperse droplets that can be
regulated to the desired size. Droplet regulation for the desired size is a necessity in some
applications, such as protein crystallization and drug dose-response studies, as previously
mentioned. Protein crystallization parameters are optimized to find the optimal values for higherquality protein crystals. These optimal parameter values are determined by generating many trial
droplets and altering the concentration of soluble in each droplet to understand the effect of the
parameters on crystallization. Similarly, in drug-response, many drug dose concentrations are
generated as droplets to find the optimal value. As previously stated, the traditional approach
employs a differential flow rate, and as the droplet size decreases, the amount of continuous fluid
consumed increases proportionally. As a response, this research intend to minimize this by
integrating a pneumatic chamber on top of the junction, where the flow rate of both fluids is
maintained constant, but the droplet size is regulated by the pressure within the pneumatic
chamber.
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Figure 2-1: 3D schematic showing (a) classical T-junction droplet generator design, and (b) the
conceptual design of the proposed droplet generator with pneumatic control. Droplets are
generated at the junction and the pneumatic chamber located on top of the junction allows for
additional control of droplet sizes.
Figure 2-1 (a) portrays the formation of droplets in a classical T-junction design. The dispersed
fluid flows perpendicularly with respect to the continuous fluid until they meet at the T-junction.
The dispersed fluid changes its direction at the interface, it starts to form into capture-shaped
droplets, and the continuous fluid shears the droplet from the dispersed fluid. After the droplet is
formed, it is conveyed by the continuous fluid flowing down the same channel. A versatile system
would allow for accurate control and the precise generation of droplets of the desired size. Usually,
the generated droplet size is controlled by the differential flow rate between fluids [40, 48], or by
the addition of electrodes at defined spots, which, in turn, affects the flow rate of fluid [49], [50].
Controlling droplet size by manipulating flow alone requires secondary equipment, more space,
and additional continuous fluid. In addition, automatic, precise, and small-scale control is
challenging. Wu et al [51] have presented an interesting design with pneumatic pressure control to
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regulate the droplet size using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as a material and the
photolithography process for fabrication, where the pneumatic chamber is constructed downstream
of the junction were to control the droplets. The droplet size control was achieved by manipulating
the local flow velocity and shear force by the pneumatic membrane placed downstream. Using this
robust method, they were able to regulate the droplet size. In this chapter, the design by introducing
a pneumatic pressure chamber on top of the junction is presented, as shown in Figure 2-1 (b), to
regulate the droplet size. Since droplet size control using flow variation at the junction requires
additional reagent to reduce the droplet size, it is often challenging to control precisely. In our
design, in addition to fluid flow manipulated size control the research show additional droplet size
controllability by regulating the dispersed fluid flow area due to the presence of pneumatic
pressure inside the chamber. In this chapter, will present the design and development of the
pneumatic control system.
This chapter presents a pneumatically controllable T-junction droplet generator that can vary the
junction area vertically to control droplet size. The pneumatic pressure chamber placed on top of
the junction provides additional control over droplets; this could be beneficial for further
development of cost-effective microdroplet research and development. In the next section, will
discuss the details of the numerical simulation of droplet generation. That will be followed by an
outline of device structures and fabrication methods. Finally, will present prototype performance
and characterization.

DEVICE DESIGN AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
To appreciate the various flow rates required for forming the desired droplets in the T-junction and
to investigate the influence of geometric parameters (channel size, necking area, aspect ratio) a
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numerical model is created to simulate the device performance. The numerical model tool assisted
in understanding the influence of channel geometry, inlet flows, the interfacial tension between
two immiscible fluids, and fluid contact angle on the droplet generation process. The numerical
simulation was carried out using the commercial finite element model tool COMSOL 5.5. In this
research the mesh was customized to reduce the computing time and keeping the accuracy of result
by considering the finer elements in the preferred domains as can be seen in Figure 2-2. In
comparison to the upstream channels of continuous fluid and dispersed fluid, the interface domain
where the two immiscible fluids meet and the downstream channel where droplet movement is
present has a finer mesh.

Figure 2-2: The meshing sizes considered during numerical simulation of droplet formation at
T-junction flow channels.
This research invoked a multiphysics solver, the laminar two-phase flow, level-set physics, to
solve for the fluid flow and the droplet formations. For resolving the involved fluid motion, the
simulation called upon Navier-Stokes’s equation and continuity equation:
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𝜕𝑢

𝜌 𝜕𝑡 + 𝜌(𝑢 ⋅ 𝛻)𝑢 = 𝛻 ⋅ [−𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇(𝛻𝑢 + (𝛻𝑢)𝑇 )] + 𝐹𝑠𝑡

1

𝛻⋅𝑢 =0

2

where 𝑢 is velocity (m/s), 𝜌 is density (kg/m3), 𝜇 is dynamic viscosity (Pa-s), 𝑝 is pressure (Pa), 𝐼
is the identity matrix, and 𝐹𝑆𝑡 is a surface tension force (N/m3). The droplet formation was
simulated using a Level-set interface where the level set variable (Φ) was set, that is,
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑡

𝛻𝜙

+ 𝑢 ⋅ 𝛻𝜙 = 𝛾𝛻 ⋅ (−𝜙(1 − 𝜙) |𝛻𝜙| + 𝜀𝛻𝜙)

3

where Φ is the level set function, and γ and ε are numerical stabilization parameters. In the
microfluidic droplet generator, the Reynolds number is typically less than 50 whereas our model
is in the range of 0.4 therefore the laminar two-phase flow [52] inside the fluidic channels was
solved together with a level set interface to trace the interface between the two immiscible fluids.
The surface of the droplet is shown as a black outline around the droplet in Figure 2-3. For both
continuous fluid and dispersed fluid, a level set function (Φ) is defined in simulation. Where the
continuous fluid value would be Φ=1 and dispersed fluid Φ=0, as can be seen in the legend of
Figure 2-3. The wetted wall with no slip [53], [54] boundary condition is imposed here, where the
fluid contact angle and interfacial tension between two immiscible fluids play a major role in the
simulated solution. Time-dependent with phase initialization is used to perform the calculation to
understand the droplet formation over a period. The simulation was used to observe and analyze
how the fluid velocity, individual surface tension, and geometry affect the droplet formation. The
interfacial tension and viscous shear between the two immiscible fluids generally break up the
droplet. As the dispersed fluid changes direction at the interface, the interfacial tension tries to
decrease the surface area of the dispersed fluid, while the viscous shear force between the
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continuous and dispersed fluid tries to increase it. Because of these two forces, a neck forms at the
interface, where one is attempting to elongate and the other is attempting to minimize surface area.
The neck thickness decreases as the fluid flows farther away from the interface, and eventually, a
piece of fluid is broken from the fluid flow to form a droplet. This is the case when the droplet is
in a dripping or tearing regime, but our model is simulated in a squeezing regime, so the droplet is
created due to the pressure difference at the droplet's surface in the channel. When dispersed fluid
enters a continuous channel, it blocks the flow, allowing pressure to build up on the rear side of
the droplet, which is greater than the front side. As a result, the interfacial tension tries to minimize
the surface area, while the differential pressure generated by the blockage of continuous fluid from
the dispersed fluid tries to push it forward. As a result, the fluid begins to move from the higher to
the lower pressure end. This causes the droplet to advance by rising the fluid's surface area in the
continuous fluid line. As the interfacial stress attempts to reduce the surface area, necking begins
to occur. The necking thins as the fluid goes forward until it reaches a point where it separates
from its parent liquid and forms a droplet. For example, Figure 2-3 shows the simulation results
for the droplet generation sequence for the T-junction at different time intervals.
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Figure 2-3: Numerical simulation results showing the necking and droplet generation processes
at the T-junction. The red outline represents the interface between two immiscible fluids.

Figure 2-4: Comparison of numerical (top) and experimental (bottom) results showing the
breaking up of the droplet from dispersed fluid in T-junction at different time intervals.
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The simulation is performed to understand droplet break-up at the T-junction because the droplet
breakup process provides information about the optimum values concerning fluid velocity, channel
dimension, and fluid viscosity. If the design geometry and flow rates are not optimized before the
fabrication, then jetting and/or irregular droplet sizes will result. Numerical results show that a
flow rate of 0.1 ml/min for both fluids and a channel aspect ratio of 1.11:1 will create consistent
droplets of 3.5 mm in size. In T-junction there will be three distinct flow regimes: squeezing,
tearing, or dripping, and jetting. The droplet size dependence can be described by the
dimensionless number capillary number (Ca=𝜇𝑢/𝛾) [55] which depends on the viscosity (𝜇),
average flow velocity (𝑢), and the interfacial tension (𝛾) between two immiscible fluid. In the Tjunction, squeezing is observed at lower Ca levels, and as the Ca increases it shifts from squeezing
to dripping, then jetting. The squeezing regime can be seen in both numerical simulation and
experimental, as the Ca for our model is in the lesser range of 0.0007 [56]. Figure 2-4 shows a
comparison between experimental and numerical results for different time stamps. The dispersed
fluid at the interface changes its flow direction at 1.4 s. There is a sharp curve at the front of a
droplet when it starts moving in the channel due to increased velocity, which can be seen at 2.0 s.
The velocity increase is caused by the merging of the continuous fluid and dispersed fluids [57].
At 7.4 s, the dispersed fluid fills the width of the channel by obstructing the flow which increases
the pressure at the junction and starts flowing downstream with the continuous fluid. There is a
change in pressure between the front side of the droplet and the rear side of it which pushes the
droplet further by creating a necking process that begins at 8.8 s, where the dispersed fluid at the
intersection starts to thin out this is due to the interfacial tension which tries to reduce the surface
area of the dispersed fluid. The difference in pressure at the 2.0 s is 31.03 Pa [58], [59] and at the
time of 8.8 s, it’s 12.78 Pa. Finally, a fragment portion of dispersed fluid breaks apart, forming a
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droplet, as can be seen at 9.6 s. The numerical simulation showed that as the flow of dispersed
fluid is increased, it started to block the channel and reduce continuous flow by restricting it. Then
a change in the flow direction of the dispersed fluid started to move downstream of the channel,
and as it moved to form a droplet, the necking area began to decrease and finally cut off. The
research found that the channel width of 2 mm and the depth of 1.8 mm are suitable from the
simulation of the mineral oil as continuous fluid and the DI water as a dispersed fluid, and this is
then adapted to the prototype design.

FABRICATION
The design consists of a multilayer comprising the T-junction in the bottom layer, an adhesive seal
in the middle layer, and a pneumatic chamber in the top layer as shown in Figure 2-5. To control
the pneumatic pressure inside the chamber, laser cutting is used. Because of its rigidity, ease of
fabrication with laser cutting, and optical transparency, the polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
material is considered. The fabrication process involved in the droplet generator and its assembling
can be seen in Figure 2-5 (a-e).
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Figure 2-5: Fabrication process and assembly: (a) Laser cutting of the outline, (b) T-junction
channels and pneumatic chamber are removed with laser machining, (c) inlet and outlet channels
in the top layer are cut using a laser, (d) three layers, which will be assembled by stacking on top
of another, and (e) the assembled model.
Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) material (both top and bottom layers) of 6 mm thickness along
with a sheet of an adhesive seal (middle layer) of 0.2 mm from BIO-RAD [60] are utilized for
making the droplet generator. Distilled water, colored with food dye, is used as the dispersed fluid
due to its good optical visibility. To prevent mixing, mineral oil is employed as a continuous fluid.
The fabrication process is carried out using a laser cutter/engraver due to its rapidity, ease, and
cost-effectiveness, making it a good option for mass production. A sheet of PMMA is taken for
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the fabrication and, both the top and bottom layers are cut simultaneously to shorten the fabrication
time by half. Figure 2-5 (a) shows the first step where the outline of the droplet generator is cut
into a PMMA sheet, which roughly takes about 0.5 to 1.0 min depending on the size of the model.
The T-junction and the pneumatic chamber of 2.6×1.6 mm dimension is simultaneously created
see Figure 2-5 (b), which took up to 2.0 to 4.0 mins and may vary depending on the complexities
of the pattern needed to be patterned. The pneumatic chamber and the T-junction have the same
depth of 1.8 mm. After removing the material for the pneumatic chamber and the horizontal
channels for the T-junction, the vertical circular channels are cut in the top layer and even this step
takes up about 0.5 to 1.0 mins. The vertical channel consists of the inlet for the T-junction, as well
as the pneumatic chamber and the outlet for the T-junction, as shown in Figure 2-5 (c). Here, the
T-junction has two vertical channel inlets, one for dispersed fluid and another for continuous fluid.
After the individual layers are manufactured, a bio seal layer is used to seal off the top T-junction
while also acting as an adhesion layer to keep the top and bottom layers together. The bonded
multi-layer is then kept in a bench vice for about 25.0 to 30.0 mins to improve adhesion. The model
is then punched for inlets and outlets on the top layer's surface to connect with ports. Figure 2-5
(d) shows the individual layers that are later assembled, one on top of the other, to make the
complete chip. The three layers are stacked so that the adhesive layer is sandwiched between the
top and bottom layers. The top layer of the model consists of the inlet and outlet channels of the
T-junction, the pneumatic chamber inlet, and the chamber itself. The bottom layer consists of a Tjunction for droplet generation. The pneumatic chamber is at the bottom of the top layer, one end
having an inlet channel and the other open area being sealed by the adhesive seal. The adhesive
seal has holes for the inlet and outlet channel for the T-junction. The adhesive seal layer acts as
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both a fluid leak sealant and a flexible membrane reacting to the pneumatic pressure. Figure 2-5
(e) shows the assembled droplet generator.

PROTOTYPE TESTING
Prototypes were fabricated and tested for characterizing the performance of the pneumatic control
system. In the research experiments are performed by changing the pressure inside the pneumatic
system to regulate droplet size. Figure 2-6 shows the experimental setup used for droplet
generation, and size regulation, consisting of syringe pumps, pneumatic pressure line, pressure
gauge, and digital microscope. The dispersed fluid and continuous fluid are pumped to the droplet
generator with the help of a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus Pump 11). Another InfusionONE
syringe pump (Darwin Microfluidics) for pneumatic control is integrated as in Figure 2-6 (a). As
in Figure 2-6 (b) the schematic representation of the setup is shown where two syringe pumps are
considered, one just to pump dispersed and continuous fluid at the same flow rate and the other
one to maintain pneumatic pressure inside the chamber. A pressure gauge is connected to the
fluidic line between the syringe pump and the pneumatic chamber to monitor the pressure
maintained inside the chamber during droplet regulation. So, with this pneumatic pressure, in the
research were able to regulate the droplet size by the deflection of a flexible membrane. A digital
microscope (the Dino-Elite) was placed on top of the T-junction to capture the droplet generation
sequence. This digital microscope is connected to the computer as a visual aid. The pressure in the
pneumatic chamber is recorded using a pressure gauge.
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Figure 2-6: The Experimental setup used for droplet regulation, (a) the whole setup, and (b)
schematic representation of the setup.

Figure 2-7: Droplet size control by utilizing only flow ratio at the T-junction. A sequence of
images shows different droplet sizes for different flow rate ratios. Qc is the flow rate of
continuous flow and Qd is the flow rate of dispersing fluid.
The DI water which is dyed with food color (contains Propylene glycol, Tartrazine, and
Propylparaben) has been taken as dispersed fluid and the mineral oil (contains 97% naphthenic
oil). In the syringe pump, the dispersed and continuous fluids are set at the same flow rate. In the
classical method, the droplets are regulated by changing the flow rates between the continuous
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fluid and dispersed fluid, and, thus, two pumps are required. To compare the droplet size generated
for the pneumatic pressure and the conventional method, in the research experiment was conducted
by changing the flow rates using the conventional method. For the droplet regulation, used two
separate syringe pumps for individual fluids. In one the constant flow rate of 0.1 ml/min for
dispersed fluid was set. For continuous fluid, the flow rate from 0.1 to 0.3 ml/min in an increment
of 0.05 ml/min with the aid of another syringe pump is increased. As the flow rate of the continuous
fluid increased the droplet size started to decrease. Figure 2-7 shows the different droplet sizes
generated for different flow rate ratios. Here, Qc is the flow rate of a continuous fluid, and Qd is
the flow rate of a dispersed fluid. In the experiment, Qd was kept constant, while Qc was varied.

REGULATION OF DROPLET SIZE
As mentioned earlier, classical droplet generators use differential flow rates between dispersed and
continuous fluids to regulate droplet sizes. To achieve this, a secondary pump is needed to maintain
the differential flow rate between them and an additional continuous fluid to maintain the size of
the regulated droplet. The droplet size is reduced by increasing the flow rate of the continuous
fluid. To eliminate the need for additional continuous fluid usage, a pneumatic chamber is created
above the T-junction, shown in, Figure 2-8 (a). Figure 2-8 (b) shows the side view when the
flexible membrane is not deflected.
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Figure 2-8: (a) Orthographic view of the T-junction and the pneumatic chamber inside the
droplet generator, (b) the side view where there is no pressure inside the chamber, and (c) the
side view when there is pressure inside the chamber.
As explained earlier, an adhesive seal functioning as a flexible membrane separates the pneumatic
chamber and the T-junction which can be seen in Figure 2-8 (a). The adhesive layer has just three
holes that are punched just for the inlet for dispersed and continuous fluid, and another hole is for
the outlet of the droplet generated. So, by pumping more pneumatic air into the chamber with the
syringe pump, it begin to raise the pneumatic pressure within the chamber. The fluidic line is
connected to the pressure gauge, which aids in monitoring the pressure inside the pneumatic
chamber. The pressure inside the chamber is increased until it reaches the desired pneumatic
pressure. The pressure inside the chamber begins to exert force on the surface as the pressure rises.
There would be no significant deformation because the material for the droplet generator is
PMMA, which is rigid in nature. Then the pressure force acts on the flexible membrane's surface,
causing it to deform. The flexible membrane starts to deflect as the pressure within the chamber
increases, reducing the area of the dispersed fluid at the junction; see Figure 2-8 (c). As mentioned
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earlier, the flow area will be restricted to the dispersed fluid channel with the aid of the adhesive
layer to regulate the droplet size by regulating the dispersed flow without increasing any of the
flow rates. The volume rate decreases as the cross-sectional area of the dispersed fluid decrease at
the interface. The size of the generated droplet decreases as the volume flow rate decreases,
compared to earlier droplet generation.

COMPARISON OF REGULATED DROPLET SIZE WITH
AND WITHOUT PNEUMATIC
To characterize the performance of the pneumatic control system, experiments were performed by
varying the pressure and monitoring the droplet size. The droplet size decreased with the increase
in the applied pressure. Figure 2-9 consists of the images of the droplet at different applied
pressure. Figure 2-9 (a) shows the largest droplet generated without pneumatic pressure
application, which has been used as a reference droplet for further study. With incremental
pneumatic pressure of 0.1 MPa, the droplet sizes decreased, as depicted by Figure 2-9 (b), (c), (d),
and (e).

Figure 2-9: The size of droplets generated with and without the application of pneumatic
pressure, (a) Without the application of pneumatic pressure and with pneumatic pressure of, (b)
0.1 MPa, (c) 0.2 MPa, (d) 0.3 MPa, and (e) 0.4 MPa.
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Figure 2-10: The comparison of droplet sizes, for pneumatic pressure of (a) 0 to 0.1 MPa, (b)
0.1 MPa to 0.2 MPa, (c) 0.2 MPa to 0.3, (d) 0.3 MPa to 0.4 MPa.
To quantify the size of the droplet, image analysis was performed to trace the two-dimensional
droplet boundary. The traced boundaries of two consecutive applied pressure cases are stacked on
top of each other to clearly show the difference, see Figure 2-10. Figure 2-10 (a) compares droplets
generated with 0.1 MPa (green-colored) with that without applied pneumatic pressure (pinkcolored) where the flow rates for both continuous and dispersed were 0.1 ml/min. Similarly, Figure
2-10 (b), (c), (d) shows the comparison for droplets generated at successive pneumatic pressures.
The decrease in droplet size with increasing pneumatic pressure over the tested range is sure.
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Figure 2-11: (i) The comparison of droplet sizes between different oil flow rate and applied
pneumatic pressure, (a) 0.11 ml/min and 0.1 MPa, (b) 0.15 ml/min and 0.2 MPa, (c) 0.17 ml/min
and 0.3 MPa and (d) 0.19 ml/min and 0.4 MPa, and (ii) the bar chart comparison of continuous
fluid flow rate between conventional model and pneumatic chamber model.
As discussed earlier, the conventional practice to decrease the droplet size is to increase the
continuous fluid flow rate, Figure 2-11 (i) compares droplet sizes generated by the conventional
method with that by controlling the pneumatic pressure. For the pneumatic pressure control
experiment, the flow rate has been kept at 0.1 ml/min for both fluids, while altering the pneumatic
pressure. For the experiment using the conventional method, the flow of the dispersed fluid is kept
constant at 0.1 ml/min, the continuous fluid was increased in increments of 0.01 ml/min.
Figure 2-11 (i) (a) compares the droplet generated using 0.1 MPa pneumatic pressure in the novel
method with that produced by the conventional method with 0.11 ml/min of continuous fluid flow.
Similarly, Figure 2-11 (i) (b), (c) and (d) compare the droplets generated at successive pneumatic
pressures and continuous fluid flow rates. Figure 2-11 (i) (d) corresponds to the case where the
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applied pneumatic pressures were 0.4 MPa and 0.19 ml/min of continuous flow rate. In other
words, to generate the said droplet size using the conventional method, an extra 0.09 ml of
continuous fluid is needed every min. Figure 2-11 (ⅱ) shows the bar chart of the flow rate of
continuous fluid in both the pneumatic chamber model and the conventional model. Figure 2-11
(ⅱ) (a), (b), (c) and (d) are the flowrates of the models at the time of the droplet production as in
Figure 2-11 (i) (a), (b), (c) and (d).
Before comparing droplet regulation between the pneumatic pressure method and the traditional
method, an uncertainty error analysis was carried out to understand and calculate the variance of
values from its mean value. The area of the droplet is determined based on the number of pixels in
the 2D droplet in this situation. As a result, in this thesis, an image analysis was performed using
MATLAB, with the reference droplet pixel area acting as a standard to which other droplets were
compared using a percentage comparison of the reference droplet area. As a result, in the
pneumatic pressure system, 10 number of droplets (n) are considered for analysis for each pressure
value, and the average, standard deviation, and uncertainty error calculated values are shown in
Table 2. Using the formula below, the average value (𝑦𝑚 ) of the droplet area based on pixel number
is calculated first. This value is then converted to a percentage by comparing it to the reference
droplet area pixels. The standard deviation (Sm) formula is then used to measure the variance of
the values from the average value. To understand the deviation between the values from the
average values, the uncertainty error (𝜎) was determined using the formula below. Calculations
are performed in the same way for the conventional method to determine the average value,
standard deviation, and uncertainty error, as shown in Table 3 where the number of droplets (n)
considered is 5.
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1

𝑦𝑚 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖

4

𝑛

𝑛

Sm = √∑
𝑖=1

𝜎=

(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑚 )2

5

𝑛−1

𝑆𝑚

6

√𝑛

Table 2: The uncertainty error study for the pneumatic pressure method experimental results.
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Table 3: The uncertainty error study for the conventional method experimental results.

Figure 2-12: Percentage area change in droplet size (with respect to reference droplet), (a) with
increasing pneumatic pressure, and (b) with increasing continuous fluid flow rate.
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Figure 2-12 shows the graph of droplet's 2-dimensional cross-sectional area percentage decrease
for (a) the new pneumatic-pressure method, and (b), the conventional method. Here the droplet is
considered which is the droplet size generated for the initial condition of both fluid flow rates of
0.1 ml/min as reference droplet size as mentioned earlier. To reduce the droplet size by 38% the
flow rate of the continuous fluid must be significantly heightened to 0.19 ml/min in the
conventional method, whereas 0.4 MPa pneumatic pressure can be applied in the new method to
obtain the same small droplets.
In this research a pneumatic chamber is included because our goal was to regulate the droplet
without additional usage of continuous fluid. The multilayer design was developed using a rapid
manufacturing laser cutting process and the pneumatic chamber operates at the T-junction
interface. When the pressure inside the pneumatic chamber was 0.4 MPa, the model was able to
reduce the droplet size by up to 38 percent when compared to a reference droplet. Also
experimented with droplet regulation using traditional differential flow rates to investigate
continuous fluid consumption. Then discovered that the droplet size generated in our model for
0.4 MPa pressure is the same as the one generated in the traditional model with an
increased continuous fluid flow rate of 0.19 ml/min, which showed that in the traditional
method additional 0.09 ml of continuous fluid for every minute is required to maintain that droplet
size. Further to the droplet regulation, some applications require information on the
fluid concentration in a droplet, so in the following chapter, will integrate a capacitor-based sensor
to detect, quantify, and characterize the generated droplets.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICAL SENSING
AND CHARACTERIZING OF DROPLETS
For precise control over droplet generation, after the generation of droplets, there is a need to
automatically sense and monitor the droplet's size, composition, and speed. One way of monitoring
is by using an optical method, which is usually done in real-time with the aid of microscope
imaging, capturing time-lapse images or videos, and processing images to calculate the number of
droplets generated [61]. Optical detection is the most frequently used approach for microfluidics
detection and has been designed specifically for fluorescence, chemiluminescence, diffraction,
absorption, and variation of the refractive index [62], [63]. To detect the generated droplets, these
systems have both the off-chip method and the on-chip method. For the off-chip process, additional
optical equipment such as high-speed charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras and microscopes that
have low background signal levels are used. On-chip optical detection techniques require both
fluidic elements and optical elements to be integrated, such as movable mirror arrays, refractive
microlenses, optical filters, and so on [64]. In other sensing methods, paramagnetic material is
added to the dispersed fluid, so the generated droplets are sensible for the magnetic sensors [65].
Whereas in the electro-chemical [66], [67] the sensing method is based on the reaction of fluids
with the electrodes; these reactions produce a differential ion charge at the integrated electrodes
[44].
Quantifying the generated droplets and measuring the output quantity and characterizing a droplet
is important, and one way to do it on-chip is by using integrated electrodes for capacitive sensing
that can offer ease of implementation [68], [69]. A capacitive-based sensor uses capacitance
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variance to detect droplets due to changes in a dielectric material. In capacitive sensing, 3D-printed
devices with embedded electrodes for measuring the size of droplets showed promise in integrating
electrodes in 3D-printed droplet generators [70]. Integrating electrodes after printing the 3Dprinted devices is a challenge due to access required inside the device, as well as the noncompatibility of metal during printing in most of the processes. The methods used for capacitivebased sensors often use a common structure called a finger electrode or an interdigital electrode
[71], [72]. In interdigitated capacitive sensing multiple electrodes are often required, which has
shown greater promising performance in electro-wetting-based droplet manipulation techniques,
and these series of electrodes are positioned in the channel for performing a complex integration.
To keep it simple, only used a pair of electrodes to quantify and characterize the generated droplets
as a capacitive-based sensor.
In this chapter, a capacitive sensing method using two electrodes along the wall in a laser-cut Tjunction droplet generator is presented. A simple electrode integration, where a thin copper foil
(electrodes) is added to two sides of the wall to form a capacitor for capacitive sensing is presented.
The capacitance of a capacitor can be determined by 𝐶 =

𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐴
𝑑

, where 𝜀0 is the vacuum

permittivity (F/m), 𝜀𝑟 is the relative static permittivity of the dielectric, A is the overlap area (m2),
and d is the distance between the parallel plates (m). For a fixed pair of electrodes, all the geometric
parameters are constant, and thus, the capacitance varies with 𝜀𝑟 , which is a function of the passing
material. In other words, the capacitance varies from continuous fluid to dispersed fluid as the
droplet moves between the electrodes. Using this principle, can quantify the droplets generated at
the output. In this study, utilized two electrodes along fluidic channel walls to characterize droplet
material and size in conjunction with droplet size control.
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In the earlier chapter, a pneumatically controllable T-junction droplet generator that is capable of
varying the junction area vertically to control droplets is presented. The pneumatic pressure
chamber placed on top of the junction provides additional control over droplets; this could be
beneficial for further development of cost-effective microdroplet research and development. In the
next section, will discuss the details of the numerical simulation of droplet generation. That will
be followed by an outline of device structures and fabrication methods. Finally, will present
prototype performance and characterization.
Before considering fabrication and experimentation, developed and utilized a numerical simulation
to design and geometry and position of the electrode pair. In the research first will present the
proposed design of our sensing method, and then the numerical simulation and electrode design.
Following that, will explain the experimental setup and procedure, and then detail the analysis.
Lastly, will present both the control and sensing methods. In this research used a pneumatic control
[73] to characterize the size, so the output speed of the droplet remained nearly constant, and
focused on differentiating droplets of different sizes with the capacitance sensor here.
In a classical T-junction design, Figure 3-1 depicts the formation of droplets at the interface. In
our proposed design the dispersed fluid flows perpendicularly to the continuous fluid until the two
fluids cross at the T-junction. As the dispersed fluid begins to change direction at the interface, the
continuous fluid shears it into capture-shaped droplets. After the droplet is formed, it flows down
the same channel along with the continuous fluid. These droplets are then quantified using the
electrode capacitance variation due to the dielectric material change that is integrated into the
continuous fluidic channel.
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Figure 3-1: Schematic showing the conceptual design for quantification and characterization of
the droplets via a capacitive sensor.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION
To understand the formation of a droplet in a T-junction, a numerical model is created to explore
how flow and geometric parameters affect the formation of droplets and how the sensor quantifies
these changes. Simulation and modeling of droplet generation in a T-junction have been studied
extensively [52], [73], [74]. Have not seen any studies that simultaneously model and measure
droplet generation up till now based on the knowledge of studied literature in similar applications.
It is important to model the real-time sensing and generation together to determine the best width
of the electrodes and understand the expected sensing characteristics as well as limitations of the
design. By simulating these parameters prior to fabrication, will be able to use the most efficient
space, which is important in microfluidics where the scale is minimized as much as possible.
Knowing the design's limitations like minimum electrode width and distance from T-junction helps
us to verify the numerical model with the experimental model. We used COMSOL 5.5 V to
simulate our model. The fine mesh was used in this thesis to simulate and understand the effects
of integrated electrodes on the generated droplet movement, as shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: The meshing sizes considered during numerical simulation for the T-junction flow
channels with integrated electrode.
In this research invoked two multiphysics solvers, the first being the laminar two-phase flow,
phase-field physics, to solve for the fluid flow and the droplet formations. For resolving the
involved fluid motion, called upon Navier-Stokes’s equation and continuity equation:
𝜌

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝜌(𝑢 ⋅ 𝛻)𝑢 = 𝛻 ⋅ [−𝑝𝐼 + 𝜇(𝛻𝑢 + (𝛻𝑢)𝑇 )] + 𝐹𝑆𝑡 + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝐹

𝛻⋅𝑢 =0

7

8

where 𝑢 is velocity (m/s), 𝜌 is density (kg/m3), 𝜇 is dynamic viscosity (Pa-s), 𝑝 is pressure (Pa), 𝐼
is the identity matrix, 𝑔 is gravity (m/s2), 𝐹𝑆𝑡 is a surface tension force (N/m3), and 𝐹 is an
additional volume force (N/m3). The droplet formation was simulated using a phase-field interface
where the phase field variable (Φ) was set, that is,
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𝜕𝜙
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝑢 ⋅ 𝛻𝜙 = 𝛻 ⋅

3𝜒𝜎𝜀
2√2

𝛻𝛹

9

𝛹 = −𝛻 ⋅ 𝜀 2 𝛻𝜙 + (𝜙 2 − 1)𝜙

10

For the two immiscible fluids, set the phase field variable of the continuous and dispersed fluids
to -1 and 1, respectively. Here, 𝜎 is the surface tension coefficient (N/m), 𝜀 is a numerical
parameter (m) that defines the thickness of the fluid interface, and 𝜒 controls the mobility of the
interface. The second multiphysics solver invoked is electrostatics, which is used to measure
capacitance using the formula below,
−𝛻 ⋅ (𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝛻𝑉) = 0

11

Here, 𝑉 is the electric potential, 𝜀0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and 𝜀𝑟 is the relative permittivity.
All the above equations were automatically set when the laminar two-phase flow, phase-field, and
electrostatics multiphysics for our model is considered. In this research used Maxwell’s stress
tensor with the electric force to couple the two solvers is considered, that is,
𝑇𝑥𝑥
𝑇 = [𝑇𝑦𝑥
𝑇𝑧𝑥

𝑇𝑥𝑦
𝑇𝑦𝑦
𝑇𝑧𝑦

𝑇𝑥𝑧
𝑇𝑦𝑧]
𝑇𝑧𝑧

1
𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑥2 − 𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 (𝐸𝑥2 + 𝐸𝑦2 + 𝐸𝑧2 )
2
=
[
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𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑥 𝐸𝑦

𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑥 𝐸𝑧

𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑦 𝐸𝑥

1
𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑦2 − 𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 (𝐸𝑥2 + 𝐸𝑦2 + 𝐸𝑧2 )
2

𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑦 𝐸𝑧

𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑧 𝐸𝑥

𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑧 𝐸𝑦

1
𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 𝐸𝑧2 − 𝜀0 𝜀𝑟 (𝐸𝑥2 + 𝐸𝑦2 + 𝐸𝑧2 )]
2

The volume forces in the x, y, and z directions were calculated by the divergence of a tensor. These
volume forces were added to the laminar flow physics in the simulation where the force vectors
were replaced by 𝐹𝑥 , 𝐹𝑦 , and 𝐹𝑧 respectively, where the value
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𝐹 =𝛻⋅𝑇
𝐹𝑥 =

𝐹𝑦 =

𝐹𝑧 =

𝜕𝑇𝑥𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑇𝑦𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑇𝑧𝑥
𝜕𝑥
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+

+

+

𝜕𝑇𝑥𝑦
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑇𝑦𝑦
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑇𝑧𝑦
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑇𝑥𝑧

+

+

+
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𝜕𝑧

𝜕𝑇𝑦𝑧
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𝜕𝑧

𝜕𝑇𝑧𝑧
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𝜕𝑧

Here used two electrodes as a capacitor at the end channel of the T-junction, and then set one of
the electrodes as a terminal electrode with a set voltage of 1V and the other one as a ground
electrode. The continuous fluid flowed between the electrodes of the dielectric material except
when the droplet moved between them, which caused a change in the capacitance. Figure 3-3
shows the movement of droplets between the electrodes and the legend represents the phase
difference between two fluids. Figure 3-3 (a) shows the T-junction and capacitor when the
continuous fluid, the dielectric material, is passing between the electrodes. Figure 3-3 (b) depicts
the droplet between the electrodes where the capacitor senses the passing dispersed fluid.

Figure 3-3: Droplet movement (from right to left) between the capacitor electrodes. The green
color at the edge of the droplet denotes the droplet interface and the colored contour plot shows
the electrical field across the sensor
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As explained earlier, capacitance is a function of the dielectric material between the electrodes.
The change of the dielectric material from continuous fluid to dispersed fluid causes a change in
the capacitance. Using this principle, can quantify the number of droplets formed. Figure 3-4
portrays a series of numerical simulation iterations for deducing the optimum electrode distance
from the T-junction and its width for better sensitivity. Here the electrode position is increased
from next to the T-junction as shown in Figure 3-4 (a) until the minimum capacitance value for
continuous fluid was reached at around 2 mm, beyond which it decreased negligibly with further
increase in distance. Have considered more than 2 mm value for experimentation to get a better
visual with negligible image noise such as inlet and outlet fittings, so it can be used to verify the
capacitance value. Next, sought the optimal size of the electrode. Therefore, modified the width of
the electrode from 0 to 8 mm and found that the maximum value obtained for the dispersed fluid
was associated with 6 mm electrode width, as shown in Figure 3-4 (b). Consequently, in this
research set the width of the electrode at 6 mm.
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Figure 3-4: Capacitance value obtained in numerical simulation as increased, (a) the distance
from T-junction until it reaches minimum value for continuous fluid, and (b) width of electrode
until it reaches a maximum value for dispersed fluid.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Prototypes were fabricated and tested for characterizing the performance of the pneumatic control
system. Here will be performing experiments by changing the pressure inside the pneumatic
system to regulate droplet size. Details of the manufacturing of the T-junction droplet generator
with pneumatic control have been presented in our previous chapter, here integrated electrodes
downstream for sensing and control. The model layers were fabricated using a laser cutter and then
assembled. The model had three layers, with PMMA as both the top and bottom layers, sandwiched
in between was an adhesive layer that served as a flexible membrane for pneumatic pressure and
for holding the top and bottom layers together. Figure 3-5 shows the experimental setup and the
assembled model used for testing. For visual assistance, the experimental setup as shown in Figure
3-5 (a) includes a digital microscope (the Dino-Elite) connected to a computer. This microscope
is employed to verify the droplet measurement using the capacitive-based sensor. Utilized a
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syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus Pump 11) for pumping both dispersed fluid and continuous
fluid. Used an E4980A Precision LCR meter (Agilent) as part of the sensor integrated within the
droplet generator and connected to a computer to get real-time data. The schematic representation
of the experimental setup used for droplet detection is shown in Figure 3-5 (b). Integrated a copper
strip which acts as capacitive-based electrode as depicted in Figure 3-5 (c) as a sensor for
quantifying and characterizing the droplet formed. The cross-sectional view of the droplet
generator with the integrated sensor is shown in Figure 3-5 (d).

Figure 3-5: Experimental setup (a) the experimental setup, (b) schematic of the whole setup, (c)
the assembled model, and (d) cut-sectional view of the model with integrated sensor (dimensions
are in mm).
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The general methods used in the channel to detect droplet movement are the optical method or the
electrical detection method via electrodes. In the optical method, a light source that passes through
the transparent channel enables detection. The droplet detection works on the principle of the
differential refractive index between fluids flowing through the channel. Electrochemical reactions
between fluid and electrode occur when an electric field is applied in the electrode method. The
dispersed fluid and continuous fluid react with the electrode to create differential electrical output;
this differential is used to quantify the number of droplets generated. Used copper foil as the
capacitor electrodes integrated into the system as shown in Figure 3-5 (c). As explained earlier,
the variation in capacitance depends on the relative static permittivity of the dielectric (𝜀𝑟 ). The
value of 𝜀𝑟 for water is 80 and for oil it is 3 [75]. As such, the capacitance value is lower when
the continuous fluid is in the gap, and it increases when dispersed fluid (droplet) enters the passage.
In this research the electrodes are connected to an LCR meter; see Figure 3-5.
Integrated the capacitor electrodes with the droplet generator to quantify the droplets generated.
Figure 3-6 shows the variation in capacitance as the droplet enters and passes through the section
embraced by the electrodes with a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min for both dispersed fluid and continuous
fluid. The capacitance value was around 1.96 PF as seen in Figure 3-6 (a) when there is continuous
fluid between electrodes, and it begins to increase with the approaching dispersed fluid (droplet)
and reaches a maximum value of 2.31 PF when the droplet is fully positioned between electrodes.
So, using this capacitance variation to material change at the output at any given time, were able
to quantify the generated droplets, and in our model, were able to generate 7 droplets for 28.7
seconds, as shown in Figure 3-6 (b). The capacitance variance for seven droplets is not uniform,
but rather has a slight variation, which is due to a ±2 difference in generated droplet area.
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Figure 3-6: The variation in capacitance obtained as a function of droplet movement between
electrodes for, (a) a single droplet (from left to right), and (b) a series of 7 droplets over 28.7
seconds at a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min.
Also employed the integrated model to characterize the droplet based on the dispersed material,
and the result obtained can be seen in Figure 3-7. Here performed two different experiments for
the same length of time and flow rate of 0.1 ml/min to understand how capacitance variations differ
when the dispersed material is altered. Here the droplet generated for both conditions have the
same droplet size, so any difference in capacitance variation generated between them is mainly
because of the material change. For the first experiment, used DI water colored with food dye and
the results obtained can be seen in Figure 3-7 (a). The capacitance for continuous fluid is about
1.96 PF and it reaches a value of 2.31 PF when a dispersed fluid (DI water) droplet enters between
the electrodes. Used a salt solution with a molarity of 3.093 M for the second experiment, and the
results obtained can be seen in Figure 3-7 (b), where the capacitance is about 1.78 PF for the
continuous fluid, and it reaches 3.19 PF for the dispersed fluid (salt solution) droplet. Owing to
the difference in the electrical properties of the dispersed material, the capacitance sensed in a real-
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time analysis for dispersed fluid increases by 38.1 percent, while the capacitance for continuous
fluid decreases by 9.2 percent when the dispersed fluid is changed from DI water to salt solution.

Figure 3-7: The variation in capacitance for droplet movement between electrodes with different
dispersed material, (a) DI water, and (b) salt solution, at a flow rate of 0.1 ml/min.
The pneumatic chamber on top of the T-junction [38] regulates the droplet size, allowing us to
reduce the droplet size without the additional usage of continuous fluid or increasing the flow rate
as in the conventional method. So, used the pneumatic chamber to generate droplets of various
sizes, and the size (cross-sectional area) difference between the droplets is shown in Figure 3-8.
Two conditions are shown: one where the droplets are generated without pressurization, and the
other where the pressure inside the chamber is 0.1 MPa. For both conditions, the flow rate was
kept constant at 0.1 ml/min, and seven consecutive droplets were considered. Figure 3-8 (a) shows
the size difference graph for both conditions, with an uncertainty of ±2 percentage. For
unpressurized conditions, the generated droplet size is maximum, so the average size generated
for this condition has been considered as a reference droplet for further analysis. The droplet size
for pressurized condition decreased by 9.7 percent relative to the reference droplet, as pressure
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inside the chamber is increased to 0.1 MPa. The difference in average size for the generated
droplets of these two conditions can be seen in Figure 3-8 (b).

Figure 3-8: Variation in droplet size (cross-sectional area) formed without and with the aid of
pneumatic pressure, (a) droplet size versus trial number, and (b) the comparison of average
droplet size between the two conditions.
Have considered seven consecutive droplets for both conditions to understand how the variation
in capacitance responds when there is a decrease in droplet size. For the two studied conditions,
Figure 3-9 depicts the variation in capacitance generated by the respective seven consecutive
droplets discussed earlier. Figure 3-9 (a) depicts the variation in capacitance for the unpressurized
condition, whereas Figure 3-9 (b) shows the result for the pressurized case. For the unpressurized
condition, the average capacitance values for the continuous fluid and dispersed droplets are 1.96
PF and 2.31 PF, respectively. These values are respectively 2.0 PF and 2.20 PF for the pressurized
case. Thus, the capacitance for dispersed fluid decreases by 4.7 percent, while that of a continuous
fluid increases by 2.0 percent as the droplet cross-sectional area decreases by 9.7 percent relative
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to the reference droplet area. The difference in capacitance values between the two conditions is
due to the probability that in a pressurized condition, the droplet size decreases, and when that
reduced droplet is fully positioned between the electrodes in real-time analysis, the proportion of
dispersed material sensed is relatively lower than in an unpressurized condition, and the continuous
fluid takes up that reduced space involuntarily. As a result of this change, the dispersed fluid
capacitance value decreases, while the continuous fluid capacitance value increases as the droplet
size reduce. So, if the variation in capacitance of any produced droplets falls into one of the above
two categories, so can easily characterize them to their specific condition. This allows us to
determine how many droplets are formed for both conditions and characterize them accordingly
with the aid of integrated copper electrodes as a capacitor.

Figure 3-9: The variation in capacitance for two conditions, (a) without pneumatic pressure, and
(b) with pneumatic pressure inside the chamber.
Used a simple capacitor-based electrode to quantify and characterize the droplets based on their
size and materials in the fluidic channels. The capacitance values of the capacitor-based sensor
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vary when the dielectric material between the capacitor is altered while all other values stay
unchanged. So were able to quantify the generated droplets using this principle, and in our
experiment, the model was able to generate seven droplets in 28.7 seconds. To characterize
droplets based on material, used two different dispersed materials, one being DI water and the
other being a salt solution. As a result, as the dispersed material was varied, the capacitance
variance for droplet movement varied. Then, to characterize droplets based on size, used our novel
pneumatic control method to regulate droplet size. When 0.1 MPa pressure was achieved inside
the chamber, the droplet size decreased by 9.7% relative to the reference droplet. The capacitance
variance for the droplet movement varied in the real-time analysis as a result of this size variance.
The detection and characterization of the generated droplets could be done in chemical analysisbased applications using this simple integrated capacitive-based sensor.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
A T-junction-based microdroplet generator have been designed to improve droplet size control.
The pneumatic-based control mechanisms developed in this thesis eliminates the need for
challenging continuous fluid manipulation for droplet size control. Which requires complicated
flow control and additional continuous fluid for controlling the generated droplet size. To
overcome this a pneumatic chamber operating at the T-junction interface is proposed and
demonstrated. Experimental results confirmed the fidelity of the new design in regulating the
droplet size. Our results show the reduction in droplet size is proportional to an increase in pressure
inside the pneumatic chamber. The new design can easily reduce the droplet size by 38% compared
to the reference droplet generated with no pressure. This means a significant percentage of droplet
size control is available for a constant flow rate using a pneumatic chamber. In this reaeacrh
proposed and demonstrated a simple electrode interfacing in the fluidic channels so that the
generated droplets can be quantified, controlled, and characterized using capacitive sensing. As
the variation in capacitance depends on the change in a dielectric material, were able to use this
phenomenon to quantify the droplets generated. Our results showed that were able to quantify
seven droplets generated for 28.7 seconds using repeated waves of variation in capacitance for
their respective droplet movement. Then, based on the materials of the fluid and the droplet size,
the capacitive-based sensor was used to characterize droplets. There was a notable shift in the
material-based capacitive variance for the two different materials that was used as the dispersed
fluid, which helped to differentiate them. Then used a pneumatic control to regulate the droplet to
characterize them based on size. Therefore, there would be no significant droplet velocity variation
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in the produced droplet for two conditions that would affect sensing. As a result of the pneumatic
control, were able to reduce the droplet size, resulting in a decrease in capacitance for the dispersed
fluid and an increase for the continuous fluid. This is due to the change in the proportion of material
sensed between electrodes for both fluids as the droplet size decreased in real-time analysis. In
conclusion, the thesis have given a simple capacitive-based sensor that can be easily incorporated
during manufacturing into a droplet generator that could be used to quantify and characterize the
generated droplet. Besides, the multi-layer design is compatible with rapid and cost-effective
manufacturing, optically transparent, and droplet regulators. To this end, have provided a
simplified droplet generator design with size control that is suited for mass production via desktopbased laser cutting, which is rapid and cost-effective to fabricate. As discussed earlier, different
concentration droplets are needed for protein crystallization and study of drug dose-response,
which is accomplished using the conventional method. Here our model could be implemented,
which would use pneumatic control to regulate the concentration of droplets and a capacitor-based
sensor to characterize the different concentration droplets.

FUTURE WORK
Our research was divided into two streams: one focused on the regulation of droplets using
pneumatic pressure, and the other on the quantification and characterization of materials and sizes
using a capacitive-based sensor. Currently experimented with a chamber on top of a T-junction in
droplet regulation with pneumatic control. More research into the location and positioning of this
chamber to see how it affects droplet regulation could be done. The fluid used in the pneumatic
chamber is air, which can be altered to a different viscous fluid to see how it affects the regulated
droplet size. In the case of a capacitive sensor, different materials with electrical properties could
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be used as dispersed material to better understand the capacitive-based sensor. A micromixer could
be used to create multiple liquid concentrations, which could then be used to create droplets of
different concentrations to see how they react with the capacitive sensor. Particles could be
incorporated into the droplets, enabling research to find how a foreign particle within the droplet
affects capacitive sensor sensing.
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